March 22, 2021

Dear President Biden, Senate Majority Leader Schumer, and Speaker Pelosi,

We are women leaders and leaders of organizations representing and serving millions of women, transgender and nonbinary individuals, and others across the country. Thank you for your commitment to gender justice issues in the two months since you’ve assumed leadership. The historic COVID relief package will support millions of women and others in America and our communities recognize the important work you did to make that happen.

We also want to thank you for prioritizing raising the minimum wage to uplift millions of women and their families and reduce the gender pay gap. We understand that negotiations will have to occur to get the minimum wage bill across the finish line. We write now to urge you to not compromise for anything less than 100% of the full minimum wage for tipped workers, because anything less than a full minimum wage with tips on top will perpetuate gender and racial pay disparities and a sexual harassment rate in the restaurant industry that is higher than all others.

The subminimum wage for tipped workers is a legacy of slavery that exacerbates gender pay inequity and devalues women’s work. Among the millions of tipped workers nationwide for whom the federal subminimum wage is still just $2.13 an hour, more than two-thirds are women, disproportionately women of color. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic and its impacts on the leisure and hospitality industry—including job loss, reduced hours, and lower tips—the poverty rate for women working as restaurant servers, bartenders and in other tipped jobs was nearly 2.5 times the rate for workers overall. Women in tipped jobs generally are paid less than their male counterparts: women restaurant servers, for example, typically made just $10.96 per hour in 2019, including tips—78% of the $14.09 typically paid to male servers. This is in part due to women being concentrated in subminimum wage positions and in part because they earn less money in tips than men due to customer bias. And these disparities are larger for many women of color; Black women tipped restaurant workers, for example, are paid nearly $5 per hour less, on average, than white men tipped workers.

The subminimum wage for tipped workers is also the key reason that the restaurant industry has the highest rates of sexual harassment of any industry. Because they are dependent on customer tips as a portion of their base wage, tipped workers who earn a subminimum wage often feel forced to tolerate inappropriate customer behavior to avoid jeopardizing their income. During the pandemic, as restaurants have reduced capacity and servers have faced declining tips, this power dynamic has grown even more problematic; in one survey, 41% of workers reported a noticeable change in overall levels of unwanted sexualized comments from customers during the pandemic, and hundreds of women reported that male customers asked them to take off their masks to judge their looks and their tips on that basis. But in the seven states that require One Fair Wage—a full minimum wage with tips on top—tipped workers can count on a paycheck from their employers; they are not as reliant on tips alone to feed their families, making them less vulnerable to harassment from customers. In a 2014 survey, tipped workers in the seven One Fair Wage states reported experiencing half the
rate of sexual harassment as women in states with the federal subminimum wage for tipped workers of $2.13 an hour.

President Biden, Senate Majority Leader Schumer, and Speaker Pelosi, you all have been leaders in addressing gender equity; please work with us to end the subminimum wage for tipped workers, which is the key reason that one of the largest employers of women – the restaurant industry – has such low wages and the highest rates of sexual harassment of any industry. We are proud to have a President whose signature issue has been ending violence against women, and hope to work with all of you to reduce sexual harassment through the historic Raise the Wage Act. In negotiating over the subminimum wage for tipped workers, we could consider additional, time-limited supports for small businesses in the leisure and hospitality industry, supplementing the new Restaurant Revitalization Fund and other small business assistance, given that both workers and employers in the sector have been hard hit by the pandemic, or even a longer timeline to achieve a full minimum wage. But we cannot allow tipped workers to ultimately earn less than 100% of the wage, even if it takes several years to get there. Allowing employers to pay anything less than the full minimum wage to tipped workers exacerbates crisis-level rates of sexual harassment and gender pay inequity.

We would be happy to discuss this matter with you further. Thank you.
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